
Read This 
Week 12 Instructions: English 

June 22 – June 26 

 
Hello Grade 7!  
Well, we’ve made it!  We’re here at the last week of school.  You should be very 
proud of the way you adapted to the challenges of online learning and continued 
to do your best.  I look forward to seeing all of you in the halls in September. 
This week’s Mustard activity will help me to plan for next year’s grade 7 English 
classes so thank you in advance for your help. 
For the final time, I’ve broken down this week’s activities into the Ketchup, (The 
background or catch up work you’ll need to do or something leftover from last 
week.) Mustard (The must do work for the week.) and Pickle (You can pick an 
extra item or more if you have time.) Remember to read for 30 minutes 
everyday!  Check out the virtual library with Mrs. Desrochers! 
 

 
Ketchup 
 
(Catch Up) 
 

Discuss News Sources 

Think about what you learned last week about 

evaluating news sources.  Consider news sources that 

you use regularly.  Choose one and write a brief post 

defending it as a good source or admitting it is not a 

good source of news.  Respond to posts from other 

classmates (remember you may disagree respectfully). 

Post your comments in the Ketchup post. 
 
Mustard 
 
(Must Do) 

Plus, Minus, Interesting 

Think about your experience in English class this 

year: the materials in the room, where you were seated, 

how we decided things together, partners you worked 

with, groups you worked with, books you read, 

activities we did together, videos we viewed and 

discussed, anything that happened. 

Choose a Plus, Minus, and Interesting to share.  The 

Plus should be something that worked well for you, 

that I should keep the same for next year.  The Minus 

should be something that didn’t work as well, 

something I could leave out or change next year.  The 



Interesting should be something I can think about 

including or trying or something that surprised you in a 

good way.  Remember to be kind and polite in your 

post and in your responses to the posts of your 

classmates. 

Post your comments in the Mustard post. 
 
Pickle 
 
(You Pick) 

The Ickabog Chapters 40 - 

Join me in reading and discussing JK Rowlings newest 

book, The Ickabog, release for free online.   

Share what you think of the story or any connections 

you can make. 

Post your comments in the Pickle post. 
 


